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THE NONEXISTENCE OF FREE Sl ACTIONS

ON SOME HOMOTOPY SPHERES

REINHARD SCHULTZ

Abstract. In this paper a necessary condition is given for the

existence of a free differentiable action of the circle group S1 on a

(4fe-(-l)-dimensional homotopy sphere. This includes a previously

known criterion due to R. Lee and yields additional examples of

exotic spheres for which no such actions exist.

1. Statement of results. Recall that the inertia group I(M) of a

closed smooth oriented w-manifold M consists of those homotopy

re-spheres 2 for which M # 2 and M are orientation-preservingly

diffeomorphic [6].

Theorem. If 24i+1 is a homotopy sphere which admits a free dif-

ferentiable S1 action, then I(2ik+lXSl) =0?

Corollary (R. Lee [4]). 2/28*+1 does not bound a spin manifold,

then 28i+1 has no free differentiable S1 action.

The Corollary follows because if 2M+1 is as given, then /(28A+1X S1)

piOby [6, 2.12] or [l].

2. Examples. Let v*EYu=Z2 and ijnETfn+i(S") =Z2 (w^3) be the

respective generators. Then by [8, p. 189] and [6, 2.10], the compo-

sition 7?*?ji6?7i7 is an element of Fi8=7ri8(P2)/0) having order 2. The

composition »7*7716 corresponds to a homotopy 17-sphere 217 which

bounds a spin manifold [l]. But 77*771677175^0 implies that 2(217X51)

5^0 (compare [6, p. 197]), and hence 217 has no free S1 action. From

[5, Table 1.1.7] we may observe that there also exist exotic 33- and

41-spheres which bound spin manifolds but have no free S1 actions.

It seems likely that there is an infinite class of such examples.

The above Theorem contrasts with the fact that if 24*-1 is in the

inertia group of Mik~2XSl (Mik~2 some homotopy sphere), then

24*-1 has a free Sl action. For a nontrivial example in the case k =4

see [2, p. 447].

3. Proof of Theorem. Let f'.XXS1—>2 be the smooth action; then

/ induces a diffeomorphism  F=(f, ir2):2X51—»2X51 and a con-
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tinuous map/':51—»Gtó+2- (Note: G4k+2 is the topological monoid of

all self-maps of Sik+1 having degree +1.) Let g'-S1—>Gik+2 be the

map which sends a 2X2 matrix in S1 = S02 into (2& + 1) copies down

the diagonal of S0ik+2QGik+2. Then the fact that the orbit space

2// has the homotopy type of CP2k [3 ] implies that g and /' are

homotopy conjugate in Gu+2 and hence homotopic. But the homo-

topy class [g]E^i(Gik+i) =Z2 is merely (2k + i) times the generator

77, which of course is again 77.

Now g#:Sik+1XS1—*Sik+1XS1 is a diffeomorphism, and hence by

the composition rule for smoothings of a PL manifold (compare

[6, 2.2]), gj1 induces a diffeomorphism from some smoothing

giÇSXS1) to 2X51. Explicitly [6, 2.4], gtÇSXS1) is the connected
sum 2XS1 # 2f+2, where 2¡f+2 is defined as follows: If ßEYik+i

= TTik+i(PD/0) corresponds to 24t+1, then the homotopy composition

ß ° I([g}) =ß o Vu+iETTik+2(PD/0) corresponds to2?+2.

Let i:^XS1->Sa+1XS1 and i'l^XS1 # 20-^54i+2X51 be the

canonical homeomorphisms. Then the diffeomorphism

Â = Fofl1:SX51#S0->SX51

satisfies i'c^.ih. In other words, (2XS1 § 2o, i') and (2XS1, i) are

equivalent as homotopy smoothings of Sik+1XSx. On the other hand,

it follows from surgery theory that they must be concordant as

topological or combinatorial smoothings. Hence 2¡f+2 = Sik+i, and by

the previous paragraph ßy=0. But according to [6, 2.5], this implies

that7(2«+1XS1)=0.

4. Semifree actions. The above Theorem parallels a result on semi-

free S1 actions (i.e., free on the complement of the fixed point set).

Proposition. Let 2" be a homotopy sphere such that 7(2" X50^0.

If 2" has a smooth semifree S1 action, then the codimension of its fixed

point set is divisible by 4.

The Theorem may be interpreted as treating the case of a ( —1)-

dimensional fixed point set. Thus in the Proposition we may assume

that the action has a fixed point.

Proof. Let *G2n be a fixed point, and consider the local repre-

sentation

p^S1-►Diffx 2»->50„.

(Diffx2 is the subgroup of the diffeomorphism group of 2 which

leaves x fixed; see [7].) Since I(2nXS1)9¿0, the exact sequence of

[7] implies that px is homotopically trivial. But px is basically q
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copies of the inclusion of S02 down the diagonal, where 2q is the

codimension of the fixed point set; if such a map is homotopically

trivial, then it is clear that q must be even because iri(SO) =Z2 and

the mapping induced by S02QSO„ is onto.

Let 217 be the exotic sphere discussed above. Bredon has con-

structed examples of semifree S1 actions on 217 such that the co-

dimension of the fixed point set is any multiple of 4 [2 ] ; a similar re-

sult holds for the exotic 33-sphere considered above. Thus the above

Proposition contains the best possible general restriction on the co-

dimension of the fixed point set.
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